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Intuitive Services Informed Consent Agreement

The information (true, real or imaginary) you receive is from your subconscious mind
through my subconscious mind.  It is focused communication- subconscious to
subconscious. Your subconscious mind holds approximately 16-20 trillion memories per
lifetime. Please be specific in what you want to know… have your questions ready. To
get the very most out of your session please read the Consumers Beware article and the
article on The Mind found on the Home Page of the website.

Your subconscious mind is the calculating part of mind. It takes direction from the
conscious levels of mind and is the one that brings “things” into your life. Your Higher
Self does not provide “future” information; it will however tell you what is to your
highest good at the time.

Jennifer McVey is an Ordained Minister and is learned and trained in focusing her mind
and tuning into your Spirit. Jennifer McVey is not a physician, psychiatrist, psychologist
or medical doctor and makes no claim to diagnose or offer treatment of disease.

I (please print your full name)          , am responsible for my own well-being, health and
decision making. I am responsible for my own interpretations and reactions to
information presented to me. I understand that the information given and received is to
enlighten and illuminate the consenting party and present them with avenues and options
for obtaining information that may contribute to mind, body and spiritual balance.
Jennifer McVey is not responsible or liable for the information I receive, my
interpretation or the decisions I make based on the information. I am responsible for my
own judgment and participation in the session. I acknowledge that all decisions and all
participation and interpretations are mine and mine alone.

I have read and understand the above informed consent agreement. By my
signature/or typed signature if submitted by email I consent to this agreement.

I have read the article The Mind

I have read the article consumers Beware ... Choose Your Psychic Wisely

Date:

Signature:
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